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Overview

• Real-time clinical decision support (CDS) on EMR data

• How to operationalise CDS

• Integrating into clinical workflows

• Machine learning vs knowledge-based approaches

• How to make CDS contextual

• Conclusions



Context

• Alcidion is leading an eHealth NSW innovation Proof 
of Concept (PoC) at Murrumbidgee LHD to mobilise
data from the Cerner EMR for patient safety (HACs)

• Alcidion’s preferred model for data extraction is real-
time via replication

• Due to time/process constraints we are using

• CCLs

• Existing extracts

• Data extracted from Cerner is converted into FHIR

• Cerner Millennium has approx. 4000 tables

Partners



HACs

• “A hospital acquired complication (HAC) refers to a complication for which clinical 
risk mitigation strategies may reduce (but not necessarily eliminate) the risk of 
that complication occurring”

1. Pressure injury
2. Falls resulting in fracture or other 

intracranial injury
3. Healthcare associated infection
4. Surgical complications requiring 

unplanned return to theatre
5. Unplanned intensive care unit 

admission
6. Respiratory complications
7. Venous thromboembolism

8. Renal failure
9. Gastrointestinal bleeding
10. Medication complications
11. Delirium
12. Persistent incontinence
13. Malnutrition
14. Cardiac complications
15. Third and fourth degree perineal 

laceration during delivery
16. Neonatal birth trauma



HACs to Real-Time CDS

• 10.2 Haemorrhagic disorder due to circulating anticoagulants

• Single ICD code in HAC definitions

• D68.3 Haemorrhagic disorder due to circulating anticoagulants

• Current definition is for retrospective analysis, assuming accurate coding

• Real-time CDS

• Detect people at risk

• Monitor/notify for early signs of increasing risk

• Monitor/notify for failure to comply with best practice

• Automate error-prone workflows

• Dynamically updated every time new information arrives (or doesn’t arrive)
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Integrating into Clinical Workflows

• CDS alerting types

• Passive integrated into the EMR

• Curated to lower ‘spam’, email

• Intrusive via page or mobile device

• Very few included best practice guidance, no automation

• Pooled results showed no improvement in outcomes

• Most intrusive + guidance showed improve survival

• Other studies have shown labelling a patient as ‘AKI’ reduced mortality

Lachance, P. et al. (2017) Association between e-alert implementation for detection of acute kidney injury and 
outcomes: a systematic review. Nephrol Dial Transplant 32: 265–272



Characteristics of Effective Alerts

• Risk prediction or early detection should be in real-time or near real-time

• CDS recommendations should be concise, simple to follow, and practical

• Incorporation into the workflow & EMR

• Hard-stop rules should be used only when they substantially enhance patient 
safety

• CDS should have the ability to monitor provider behavior and compliance with 
recommendations

Kashani, K. (2018) Automated acute kidney injury alerts. Kidney International 94, 484–490



Integrating into Clinical 
Workflows

• Web based dashboards

• Mobile app



EMR Integration

• EMR based CDS require clinicians to specifically 
navigate for CDS outputs

• CDS Hooks

• Recent work done by EMR vendors to allow ‘cards’ and 
links on login

• Not yet supported in Australia

Instead of bringing CDS to the EMR, why not 
bring the EMR to the CDS?



EMR Integration

• Existing models require clinicians to specifically 
navigate for CDS input

• CDS Hooks

• Recent work done by EMR vendors to allow ‘cards’ and 
links on login

• Not yet supported in Australia

Instead of bringing CDS to the EMR, why not 
bring the EMR to the CDS?



Evidence for Coagulation Risk

Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care (2018) Hospital-
Acquired Complications Information Kit. Sydney: ACSQHC



Approaches to Risk Predictive Modelling

1. Knowledge based using existing evidence

2. Build a machine learning/statistical model based on known factors

3. Use machine learning with a wide variety of data and let it sort out what’s 
important (deep learning)

• Different considerations for each approach

• Explainability & clinical presentation (better for 1)

• Volume of data required (moderate for 2, high for 3)

• Compute required to learn the model (significant for 3)

• Very difficult to represent clinical data in DL (3)



Rule Based CDS for Managing Warfarin + NLP

• Identify high risk coagulation patients

• Notification to abnormal INRs, then

• Escalate if not read

• Notify (or automate) if Warfarin not held/ceased

• Notify (or automate) if INR levels are not checked

• Critical level alerts

• Suspected bleeding from clinical notes

• Drop in Hb

• Notification if no reversal in bleeding patient e.g. Vit K

• Pre-operative check if INR done for patients on warfarin prior to a procedure

• Automate communication to GP on discharge for patients commenced Warfarin



Data Required to Implement Warfarin CDS

• Laboratory results

• INR, platelets

• Hb

• Albumin

• Historical ICDs for risk factors (stroke, 
hypertension, peptic ulcer)

• Medications

• Concurrent anticoagulation

• Treatments for high risk conditions

• Procedures

• Timing

• High risk procedures

• NLP on Notes 

• Signs of bleeding

• Conditions

• Urgency is context specific



Natural Language Processing on Notes



Real-World Data

“No plan survives first contact with the enemy”

Helmuth van Moltke, 1880

“No CDS survives first contact with hospital data”

Everybody!



Data Challenges

• Cerner EMR does not export as HL7 much data

• CCLs required (or replication)

• CCLs reduce performance of the Cerner EMR

• Significant internal processes required for CCL approval (and replication)

• Detailed knowledge of Cerner EMR data base and event mechanism required

• E.g. change in prescriptions

• NLP must be adapted for local idioms



Conclusions

• Significant work to map from HACs to implementable CDS

• CDS, like the EMR, does not automatically generate clinical benefits

• Integrating into clinical workflows is probably more important than the detection

• Clinicians are already burning out

• Speed to data and automation are key drivers

• EMRs are not designed for real-time CDS

• We are using mobility as a CDS dedicated model for clinical workflows



Thank You


